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There are four general page designs to differentiate page content.
PARTS OF A PAGE

Document Title

CHAPTER PAGE TITLE

SUBHEADING TITLE

Special Heading
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Quisque in eros at luctus semper tempor in et quam. Donec orci augue, pretium eu velit nec, venenatis porttitor mauris.

Highlights Title

Highlights Content
Chapter / Heading / Activity Title

Proxima Nova Alt Bold
36pt

Subheader
Proxima Nova Alt Bold
16pt

Text Content / Highlight Content / Plain Texts Link
Proxima Nova Alt Regular
14 or 16pt

Highlight Title
Proxima Nova Alt Bold
24 pt
COMPONENTS

WAVE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

The wave graphic elements are movable and non-restricting. It can be placed anywhere depending on the editor’s choice.

LINKS

Styling of links can be with a graphic element or just plain text. Plain text links are enclosed in an arrow shape, while links with a graphic element is ended with a “⟶”. This will aide and signify the user that it is an actional button. Below are samples on how you can style the links.

LINKS with GRAPHIC ELEMENT

- Play and learn to stop disasters ⟷
- Making Of A Tsunami Evacuation Map ⟷

PLAIN TEXT LINKS

- Viet Nam to integrate Disaster Prevention education in the national school curriculum

FACTSHEET

Once a link is clicked, it tends to turn into a different color. To avoid this, place a shape with no fill and no outline on top of the text, and link the shape instead.
SUBHEADING TITLE

Content Area